A Philosophy’s German Birth and American Adoption

LIKE MANY GREAT military innovations, mission command was conceived in the womb of war following defeat’s painful insights. In 1806, Napoleon decisively beat the Prussian army at the twin battles of Jena and Auerstedt. Although the French attack was poorly coordinated, the rigid Prussian army fought even worse, failing to capitalize on opportunities. In the weeks that followed, Napoleon’s Grande Armée pursued their demoralized enemy, destroyed Prussian units piecemeal, and occupied Berlin.

This event’s psychic shock propelled the Prussian army’s transformation. Gerhard von Scharnhorst, the chief of the Prussian General Staff, spearheaded reform. Scharnhorst believed that the best way to prepare armies for battle was to comprehensively educate junior leaders and then empower them to make independent decisions.1 The General Staff and Military Academy he founded would influence generations of German officers to think as he did about command.2

The great military theorist Carl von Clausewitz was Scharnhorst’s protégé. Clausewitz’s concept of “friction” gave sustenance to the embryonic philosophy that would later be called “auftragstaktik” (mission command). Clausewitz wrote that because of war’s reciprocal nature and underlying moral forces, “war is the realm of uncertainty.”3 Unforeseen difficulties accumulate

So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.

—F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
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at every level, creating a “kind of friction that is inconceivable unless one has experienced war.”

Success, he concluded, goes to commanders who outmatch the enemy’s ability to exploit friction.

Helmuth von Moltke the Elder, who considered himself a disciple of Clausewitz, is known as “The Father of Auftragstaktik.” During Moltke’s 30-year tenure as chief of staff, auftragstaktik was “established as coherent theory . . . and enforced as official doctrine.” Moltke cemented the support that military culture, education, and training gave to what had become decentralized command. Schools gave extensive tactical educations even to junior officers and noncommissioned officers. Leaders typically valued aggressive initiative over strict obedience from their subordinates, and, until the 1920s, officers faced training scenarios in which they had to disobey orders to meet the commander’s intent.

Decentralized command propelled the Prussians to rapid victory over the French in 1870. In 1918, semiautonomous German “shock troops” achieved the only major tactical breakthrough on the Western Front (a breakthrough they could not exploit due to attrition and logistical shortcomings). Later, as a key components of “blitzkrieg,” auftragstaktik fueled the quick defeat of Allied armies in Europe, Asia, and Africa at the start of World War II.

Elements of this philosophy drifted across the Atlantic. Since at least 1905, U.S. Army doctrine has sporadically endorsed these elements. As long ago as the American Civil War, a few notable commanders (such as Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee) routinely issued mission orders. General George S. Patton Jr. exemplified mission command more than any other American commander, even outperforming his German foes in this regard. “Never tell people how to do things,” wrote Patton. “Tell them what to do, and they will surprise you with their ingenuity.”

Nonetheless, it was not until our Army looked for ways to offset the Soviet army’s huge quantitative edge in Europe that auftragstaktik was given precedence in doctrine. The 1982 U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations, was a milestone in this regard, emphasizing mission orders, subordinate initiative, and an “offensive spirit” (an unintended double entendre).

Today, mission command is the foundation of the U.S. Army’s warfighting philosophy. It features prominently in key doctrine and as a subject at service schools. It even has a dedicated manual, Army Doctrine Publication 6-0, Mission Command, which defines mission command as the “exercise of authority and direction by the commander using mission orders to enable disciplined initiative within the commander’s intent to empower agile and adaptive leaders in the conduct of unified land operations.”

Thanks to our Army’s adopting auftragstaktik, advocates say we can do more with less throughout the spectrum of conflict. Mission command gives small unit commanders the flexibility to rapidly react, maneuver, and win battles involving heavy conventional forces. Since “local commanders have the best grasp of their situations,” empowering junior officers to solve their own problems helps us defeat insurgencies. And, decentralizing information operations ensures we keep pace with dispersed enemies’ rapid delivery of messages to key populations.

Doctrine and training, proponents argue, have finally come together to ensure that Army leaders can outmatch their enemies’ ability to exploit friction.

If only it were this easy.

Helmuth von Moltke the Elder is often referred to as “the Father of Auftragstaktik.” It was under his direction that the Prussian Army institutionalized the mission command philosophy.
Saying It Is So Does Not Make It So

“So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.” Thus F. Scott Fitzgerald ended *The Great Gatsby*, hauntingly evoking the idea that human beings can only with difficulty escape key events of their past. The same can be said of institutions, borne back to their past by deep, often hidden cultural biases.

The eminent organizational theorist Edgar Schein defines culture as “a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, which has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems.” Schein defines three levels of organizational culture. The first level consists of visible “artifacts” such as mission statements, heroic narratives, and doctrinal manuals. The second consists of the unwritten rules and values that govern day-to-day behavior. And on the deepest level, the third level, are the organization’s basic assumptions, its preferences for certain solutions based on past experiences.

Schein’s model helps us understand why organizations may say they value one thing when actually they prefer something else. It also explains why our Army may not be fully implementing mission command, despite a strong doctrinal commitment to the approach.

In a recent book, Israeli Defense Forces veteran and scholar Eitan Shamir comprehensively addresses the effects of military culture on the practice of mission command. With regard to the U.S. Army, he argues, forces inhibiting the practice of mission command outweigh the forces supporting it. Tom Guthrie, Jorg Muth, Donald Vandergriff, and many other critics agree.

The proof, some say, lies in our Army’s lackluster battlefield performance in the decades since *auftragstaktik’s* adoption. To them, even an apparent victory such as the Gulf War is a qualified success. In that war, coalition forces fought to detailed plan in one massive, synchronized enveloping attack. Written orders with annexes typically ran 1,000 pages long, and, as Gen. Colin Powell later wrote, “No one over there was going to tell Schwarzkopf he made a mistake.” When the Iraqi army collapsed earlier than expected, commanders lacked the freedom of action, competency, and initiative to pursue and destroy retreating Iraqi columns. Most of the Republican Guard escaped, ensuring the survival of Saddam’s regime and another war with Iraq a decade later.

Some critics argue that, with a few notable exceptions, our Army has also failed to exercise mission command during more recent conflicts. Wrote British Brigadier Nigel Aylwin Foster after serving with U.S. forces in Iraq for a year:

> . . . whilst the U.S. Army may espouse mission command, in Iraq it did not practice it . . . Commanders and staff at all levels . . . rarely if ever questioned authority, and were reluctant to deviate from precise instructions. Staunch loyalty upward and conformity to one’s superior were noticeable traits. Each commander had his own style, but if there was a common trend, it was for micromanagement, with many hours devoted to daily briefings and updates.

Our Army’s adoption of mission command is, at best, half-realized. Outlined in this essay are three cultural tendencies to overcome if mission command’s promise is to be fulfilled. Even more critical is putting mission command in proper perspective: it is not a philosophy that necessarily wins wars instead of battles. For this philosophy, we must look elsewhere, within an ancient theoretical tradition that helps us better understand the one enduring constant of warfare—human nature.

To grow leaders who truly practice mission command and can win the peace, our Army requires a fundamental reorientation, one that supports deep changes to Army culture, doctrine, training, personnel management, and education.

The River Our Doctrine Rows Against

The most important cultural quality supporting mission command, experts agree, is a climate of trust based on perceptions that colleagues are professionally competent and possess sound judgment. Other enabling cultural characteristics include excellent communication based on shared understanding of doctrine, high value on learning as expressed and emphasized in training and education, tolerance for well-intended mistakes, a propensity for action and initiatives, and responsibility linked to authority.
Unfortunately, few of these qualities are what they could be in our Army.

**All that glitters is gold.** The British poet Thomas Gray ended a poem about a cat that drowned chasing goldfish in a tub, thus: "**Not all that tempts your wandering eyes/And heedless hearts, is lawful prize;/Nor all that glisters gold.**" Our military would do well to heed this moral rather than continue the often-headlong pursuit of glittery new technology.

Our love of technology is a cultural preference with deep historical roots. It is, perhaps, the natural one for the military of an economically powerful nation. Technology’s decisive use in long-ago wars of near-annihilation reinforced this preference. For example, Native Americans could not win against the repeating rifle, and in 1945, the atom bomb emphatically ended our nation’s bloody struggle with Japan.

This preference prevails despite superior weapons proving nondecisive on more recent battlefields. In Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan, such weapons made missions seem accomplishable, only for us to find that quick victory was a shimmering mirage. Short-term kinetic effects like “body counts” and “shock and awe,” we learned, are not in themselves sufficient to achieve lasting success in modern conflicts. Indeed, they can actually be harmful if they distract us from modern war’s most significant components, its political and moral aspects.

Technology’s primacy is most evident in budgetary decisions. The U.S. Army is currently set to downsize more than the technology-based Air Force and Navy. Of the categories of military spending, only the procurement budget is projected to grow over the next three years. Most of this growing budget is going to high-dollar, “gee-whiz” weapons such as jet fighters, missiles, submarines, and destroyers—weapons that have only marginally influenced battlefield outcomes during the last 50 years.

Our Army is not immune to technology’s sirens’ song. We are, for example, spending billions on...
enhancing internal networks of sensors and information pathways. Such networks provide an obvious lure away from mission command. During the Vietnam War, commanders in helicopters gave orders to junior leaders below them in the midst of battle. Today’s senior leaders do not have to leave their command post—or even be in theater—to micromanage operations.

Telling senior leaders they can watch and communicate with their smallest units is one thing. But, also expecting them not to control these units’ actions when they disagree with their subordinates’ decisions is almost certainly unrealistic.

Every book is sacred. Shamir says, “An organizational culture dictating that subordinates cannot be trusted will be expressed through strong control procedures.” This is precisely the culture that Tom Guthrie describes as belonging to the U.S. Army: “If we intend to truly embrace mission command, then we should do it to the fullest, and that will require commitment to changing a culture from one of control and process to one of decentralization and trust. We cannot afford to preach one thing and do another.” Army leaders want to be trusted, Guthrie says, but are slow to trust. Instead, they tend to micromanage subordinates and encourage them to “do things by the book.” In an actual brigade, he asks, will company commanders really be permitted to not post schedules on company boards six weeks out? To not conduct weekly training meetings? Guthrie is right: control and process swamp “Big Army” training. The Digital Training Management System allows any leader to remotely view and critique a unit’s training schedule—or show up to see if it is being followed. Units are assigned “mission essential tasks” that are broken into “collective tasks,” which in turn prescribe supporting tasks, conditions, and standards. Field Manuals, ADPs, ATPs, STPs, TCs, and SOPs—all contain rubrics explaining how to solve specific problems. Training is complete when a unit performs the required actions in the required order. If a trainee misses a step or finds another solution, retraining is required. By focusing on automatic behavioral responses to given stimuli and on process instead of results, our Army perpetuates a pattern of our past, when major wars were fought largely with conscripts who had little time for formal military education before being thrown into battle.

As a junior officer, it never occurred to me there might be a better way to prepare units for combat. I then served two years with a British Army regiment as an exchange officer. This regiment rotated a squadron [company] every six months through dangerous Helmand Province in Afghanistan. Rather than being told exactly what to do when and how, deploying squadron commanders were given empty training calendars and told, “Get your troops ready for combat!” And that is exactly what they did. They regularly talked to the regimental commander, to each other, and to staff officers about what, when, where, and how to conduct training. This dialogue built trust and esprit de corps among leaders. It also led to effective and, at times, inspired training.

These squadrons received nothing but praise from their coalition leadership in Afghanistan. Enabling their success was a personnel system that selects only mature, staff-college-educated majors for company command: these officers “not only excel when given a degree of freedom, indeed, they demand this freedom from their commanding officers.” Education also supported their success: cadets are trained and mentored by “colour sergeants considered the best of their generation and who have passed an extensive period of selection,” and “the instructors at the UK Staff College . . . are taken from the top 10-15% of majors.”

Do not argue with the commander. In combat, “Big Army” decision briefs too frequently transpire thus: a junior staff officer nervously briefs as the commander asks questions. Briefing complete, quiet discussion ensues between the commander and a few trusted advisors. While the few discuss, most staff members listen (or daydream). Finally, the commander delivers guidance. When he does, it is the rare subordinate who says, “Wait a minute, sir. You’re wrong, and here’s why.” When this does occur, the dissenting officer is almost invariably a leader of great credibility and rank, such as the chief of staff or operations officer.

It is likely that the taboo against openly disagreeing with the commander also dates from the time when a few professionally educated commanders had to lead subordinates who had little military education. In these circumstances, suppressing collaboration ensured that a commander’s time was not wasted answering foolish questions. However, a noncollaborative environment is incompatible
with mission command. No leader—no matter how brilliant, experienced, and well-educated—is an island. In the absence of detailed orders, he must be willing to listen and accept advice from others. A commander’s encouragement and acceptance of criticism is necessary for establishing a climate conducive to mission command. Also, his spending time developing his subordinates is key so that they understand how he thinks and can correctly execute his intent. Over time, this dialogue builds mutual trust. Unfortunately, in survey after survey, Army officers report that their leaders’ greatest shortcoming is the failure to develop subordinates.

A commander’s encouragement and acceptance of criticism is necessary for establishing a climate conducive to mission command.

War is a Moral Contest and a Favorable, Enduring Peace the Prize

Half-hearted implementation is not the main problem with the Army’s foundational philosophy. The deeper problem is that it fails to pass the essential litmus test of any army’s core philosophy: does it help win wars, not just battles? True, auftragstaktik transformed the German army into a tactically superior force. However, in 1871, the Treaty of Frankfurt saved this army from fighting (and perhaps losing) a protracted insurgency in Paris. They were also defeated in two world wars. Expediting the loss of World War II were oft-brutal tactics that enraged local populations and ensured the army fought on three fronts—on the western and eastern fronts and against strong insurgencies. Field Marshall Erwin Rommel wrote that his only concern regarding junior officers was that they “bring with them a good grounding in tactics.” Rommel’s view epitomized the military culture that produced an army that was as strategically weak as it was tactically strong—a dichotomy that would have been even more pronounced in today’s “age of the strategic corporal.”

Indeed, as our own military learned in Vietnam, it is possible for a tactically superior force to win nearly every battle but still lose the war.

The reason mission command fails as a foundational philosophy is that it says nothing about the framework—the intents of higher commanders—in which missions are executed. If this framework is flawed, even perfectly executed missions produce flawed outcomes.

A good starting place for understanding what this philosophy could say can be found in Sun Tzu’s The Art of War. Sun Tzu gave “moral influence” primacy in war. Leaders who exercise this influence are not simply avoiding unlawful actions; they are choosing just actions that cause “the people to be in harmony with their leaders, so that they will accompany them in life and unto death without fear of mortal peril.” Thus, to Sun Tzu, the key to military success is fostering the will to fight of one’s nation and troops by maintaining their sense of moral purpose (or “Tao” or “justice”).

Clausewitz likewise emphasized moral forces, devoting the first book of On War to the subject. He wrote, “One might say that the physical seem little more than the wooden hilt, while the moral factors are the precious metal, the real weapon, the finely honed blade.” An important distinction Clausewitz made was between “Absolute War,” war with no limitations on the use of force, and “Real War,” war as it must actually be fought given social and other constraints. Like Sun Tzu, Clausewitz considered these constraints critical because of their ability to inspire one’s own country and soldiers to fight harder (or to give up, if disregarded).

U.S. Air Force Col. John Boyd broadened this tradition. Boyd famously described decision making as an “observe-orient-decide-act” (OODA) loop: the side that achieves immediate tactical success is the one that, through rapid and well-chosen action, disrupts their opponent’s OODA loop and prevents them from responding effectively. This is precisely the type of success that mission command potentially enables. However, Boyd also emphasized that grand strategy must have “a moral design” and that the “name of the game” in warfare is to “preserve or build up our moral authority while compromising that of our adversaries in order to pump up our resolve, drain away adversaries’ resolve, and attract them as well as
Thus, to Boyd, just as important as morally influencing one’s own side was exerting this influence upon an enemy and this opponent’s base of popular support.

“Fourth generation warfare” theorists have expressed views consistent with this tradition. They argue that, thanks to information technology, today’s insurgents can far more easily convince the political decision makers of enemy nations “that their strategic goals are either unachievable or too costly for the perceived benefit.”55 Insurgents do this by undermining perceptions of the “legitimacy” of this nation’s actions among international organizations, this nation’s people, and the populations and leaders of allied countries.56 (Noteworthy here is that Sun Tzu’s moral concept of “justice” buttresses the political concept of “legitimacy.”)

Current U.S. Army counterinsurgency doctrine narrowly falls within this tradition. The doctrine states that the greatest prize for either counterinsurgent or insurgent is the good opinion of the population they wish to govern: “The primary struggle in an internal war is to mobilize people in a struggle for political control and legitimacy.”57

Army Doctrinal Publication 1, The Army, briefly intersects this tradition, stating that the “moral-ethical field” of conflict includes not just obeying laws, but applying combat power in such a way as to meet the expectations of America’s citizens.58 However, this doctrine does not explore how soldiers are supposed to fulfill Americans’ expectations—unless its discussion of institutional artifacts (the Oath of Service, Soldier’s Creed, Army Civilian Creed, Warrior Ethos, and Army Values) are assumed to be these means.

Peter Fromm, Kevin Cutright, and I are currently writing within this tradition. We argue that, in an increasingly “flat” world, information technology enables warring parties to affect the perceptions and moral judgments of all of a conflict’s key populations—their own troops, enemy forces, populations at
The real goal of war is a favorable peace that lasts due to supporting moral forces.

A modern army’s warfighting philosophy must set the ultimate goal for conflict as achieving a favorable peace obtained via actions that give this peace an enduring moral foundation. Beyond the countersurgency manual’s narrow focus on local sentiment and our Army’s capstone manual’s unelaborated mention of the importance of fulfilling American expectations, this idea has largely been an afterthought to America’s military services. The possible exception is the U.S. Marine Corps, which has recognized the primacy of the “human” domain in armed conflict in doctrine since at least 1995.

Joint doctrine has recently taken small steps in the right direction. Joint Publication 5-0, Joint Operation Planning, describes warring parties as involved in a “clash of moral wills and/or physical strengths.” It also provides the PMESII (political, military, economic, social, infrastructure, and information) rubric to help planners systematically consider a conflict’s physical and human domains.

Still, this doctrine raises more questions than it answers. In a clash of wills, do physical factors really matter as much as moral ones? Is there a relationship between “moral wills” and communities’ perceptions of right and wrong? If there is, how deep is this relationship? Do the concepts of “just war” and “just actions” belong within the PMESII construct? If these concepts do belong, just how important is it that our nation and military perform actions that conflict-influencing populations deem just?

The U.S. Army’s lengthy 2011 study on the human domain likewise describes war as a “savage clash of wills.” However, the scope of this study is confined to the issue of soldier readiness. Thankfully, our Army’s 2012 “Capstone Concept” provides room for growth, admitting that “current doctrine does not adequately address the moral, cognitive, social and physical aspects of human populations in conflict.”

The U.S. military’s slow doctrinal acknowledgment of the overriding importance of war’s political and moral factors primarily derives from cultural bias. One such bias is the misconception of many military leaders that strategic concerns are for politicians and tactical concerns are for soldiers. But, in the information age, all tactical actions are potentially political. A deeper inhibition, though, is
that many soldiers are simply blind to all but the physical aspects of war. To them, war is nothing more than killing the enemy before he kills you (and doing so quickly, before the “liberal press” turns American civilians against the war). Any other viewpoint, they ironically and anachronistically contend, is out-of-touch with reality.

Our military’s preference for purely physical solutions has roots in an increasingly distant past, when we could employ raw force with much greater abandon and success. Until the start of the 20th century, for example, our Army could relocate, concentrate, and even exterminate America’s indigenous peoples without incurring significant moral blowback. However, just as modern democracies can no longer sustain population-centric bombing campaigns, our Army can no longer resort to such harsh counterinsurgency tactics that, if used today, would produce counterproductive outrage and quickly lead to national shame and defeat.

Our Army must better prepare leaders for modern realities.

Changing a River’s Course

In 1812, an earthquake near New Madrid, Mo., caused the Mississippi River to flow backward for several hours. Today, our Army needs just such a tectonic shift, but one that changes our course permanently rather than temporarily. This shift will not happen on its own. Senior Army leaders must guide change deliberately and with the faith of a Scharnhorst or Moltke that they are doing what is right for our institution and nation.

There are several models that senior leaders can leverage to effect organizational change—change that would prepare leaders to practice decentralized command and promote morally-aware strategic and operational frameworks for this command.67 Steps these models suggest include:

● **Unflinchingly assess Army culture.** To determine the extent of harmful cultural bias, surveys must ask the uncomfortable questions that typically go unasked. Should civilians on the battlefield be treated with respect? Should detainees? Is torture okay? Should soldiers assume additional risk to avoid killing locals? If so, how much risk? Should the opinions of local nationals and coalition allies matter to soldiers? Should international law be respected? And so on.68

● **Get organizational buy-in for change.** Not since the end of the Vietnam War have conditions been better for this. Even those soldiers who supported America’s entry into Afghanistan and Iraq generally agree that the cost of these campaigns was exorbitant.69

● **Clarify the cultural goal.** This means publishing a clear, consistent, and concise professional ethic.70 This ethic must include prioritized values and an ethical decision-making tool that help leaders of all ranks reason through and resolve ethical problems.

● **Transform doctrine and training.** Most field manuals stifle creativity and should be either discarded or greatly abridged. Capstone doctrine should unequivocally declare an enduring, favorable peace as the ultimate prize of conflict. The human aspects of conflict (especially moral factors) need to be delineated to properly illustrate how they aspects support this peace. In training, we must focus on results not process. For instance, to reinforce collaboration and build trust and initiative among leaders, Tactical Decision Games rather than rigid tasks/conditions/standards could be employed.71 Some training scenarios should force junior leaders to disobey explicit tasks in order to meet their commander’s intent.

● **Improve leader evaluations.** Efficiency reports must display 360-degree input from subordinates, peers, and superiors. The perceptions of subordinates as to whether they feel mentored or micromanaged, and whether their leaders promote or stifle collaboration and learning, should be weighted heavily.

● **Put experience where it counts.** Selection for company command needs to be far more stringent, not something every junior officer does to get promoted. Teaching positions at service schools should be important, rather than detrimental, to career advancement, and the standards for filling these jobs—especially those jobs that influence cadets and junior NCOs—should be high.

● **Make education our top priority.** The primary goal of Army education should be to make all leaders professionally trustworthy and, to a degree, morally autonomous. Instruction should aim to
advance moral reasoning skills as well as historical and cultural understanding of likely theaters of deployment. A tiered approach that provides more extensive instruction for strategic leaders is necessary. However, junior leaders require meaningful ethical instruction that includes vignettes and exploratory discussions and goes beyond simple PowerPoint indoctrination. When dollars are short, the last thing cut should be education.

There are alternatives to our growing leaders who can practice true mission command and win the best possible place. We could, for example, continue as we have done, pulling our ears against the current of an increasingly remote past, often exhausting ourselves and our nation’s treasury for the sake of little (if any) lasting battlefield progress. Or worse, we could give in to this current, let go of what adaptive doctrine we have created, and float unerringly down the stream toward the next series of rapids waiting to capsize us.

Surely though, such alternatives are unacceptable. **MR**

---
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